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There are overlapping concerns among Latino/Hispanic and other vulnerable populations in terms of disaster preparedness. This conceptual article examines the complexity of decision-making for Hispanic/Latino families living and/or working in the southern coastal regions of the continental United States (U.S.) as to remain in place or evacuate (stay or go) once alerted of potential life-threatening storm events. https://digitalcommons.library.tmc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?filename=0&article=1403&context=jfs&type=additional illustrates southern coastal U.S. regions bordering hurricane-producing bodies of water. The term “Hispanic/Latino” is used to refer to persons of Mexican, Central American, Cuban, Dominican, Puerto Rican, South American, and Spanish descent who may be of any race. Emergency preparedness concerns shared among Latino/Hispanic and other vulnerable populations include: lack of financial resources, transportation issues, individual health issues or those of family members, knowledge of where to evacuate, possible loss of employment, and distrust of authorities (Gages & Montz, 2014; Nick, et.al, 2009; Peguero, 2006). For Spanish-speaking Latino immigrant families in the United States, particularly migrant seasonal farm workers, additional issues exist, including: language barriers, social vulnerabilities, information dissemination, distrust of authorities, and contextual barriers. While the argument can be made that living in hurricane-prone areas requires greater preparedness levels for all residents, the literature suggests that natural disasters have disproportionately devastating impacts on marginalized populations in our society (Blazer & Murphy, 2008; Maldonato, Collins, & Grineski, 2015; Nagler, 2017; Peguero, 2006; Perilla, Norris, & Lavizzo, 2002).

Although numerous studies have examined the vulnerability of various ethnic groups during natural disasters (Carter-Pokras, Zambrana, Mora, & Aaby, 2007; Nick, et.al, 2009; Peguero, A. A., 2006), the present focus is on preparedness among Latino/Hispanic immigrant families and cultural norms, values, preferences, attitudes, access to information, and the utilization of services which may impact or impede timely and effective pre-hurricane actions and preparedness. Critical decision-making complexities for Hispanic/Latino families in planning whether to shelter in place or evacuate (stay or go) may include accessible resources for disaster preparedness and various safety/survival obstacles. Lessons learned from prior preparedness approaches and practices spanning 25 years from 1992-2017 in relation to the evolution and development of
more collaborative approaches to address social inequities of Hispanic/Latino families will be discussed. Practice implications include suggestions for transforming meso- and macro-level disaster preparedness policy infrastructure to support safety, increase involvement, and promote empowerment and resilience among Spanish speaking immigrant families.

Hurricane Preparedness among Hispanic/Latino Communities

Environmental contexts in terms of geographical location within U.S. southern coastal regions and socio-economic relational factors may impede pre-hurricane actions among Hispanic/Latino communities and create challenges for those attempting to assist in disaster preparation. Additional socio-cultural factors include language barriers, social vulnerabilities, information dissemination, and distrust of authorities, which may hinder necessary actions to ensure family safety. For example, Baker (2010) examined preparedness perceptions among 1,200 Florida residents in the aftermath of Hurricanes Charley, Frances, Ivan, Jeanne, Dennis, and Wilma in the early 2000s. Respondents were asked about types of current preparedness activities and their perceptions of recent preparedness levels during named storms of 2004 and 2005. Not surprisingly, ethnicity was found to be a factor in respondent perceptions, with Caucasians scoring higher than Blacks and Hispanics in both current preparation activity and perceptions of preparedness levels during prior recent storms.

**Language Barriers.** According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2017), 21.6% of the population reported speaking “a language other than English at home,” with Spanish reported as the greatest non-English language spoken in the home for 40.5 million people, or 13.3 % of the U.S. population in 2016. In the context of language alone, Latino/Hispanic immigrants might lack access to written hurricane preparedness information in Spanish and might experience spoken language barriers prohibiting vital effective communication with emergency personnel. Available access to accurate and timely hurricane planning information in their native language would be required to actually utilize the myriad of services critical to effective hurricane preparedness for non-English speaking Hispanic/Latino families (Carter-Pokras, Zambrana, Mora, & Aaby, 2007; Nick, et.al, 2009; Peguero, A. A., 2006).

Thus, language barriers can profoundly impact the effectiveness of planning and preparedness, communication during the hurricane event, as well as emergency response, relief and recovery efforts in the aftermath of a storm. Andrulis, Siddiqui, and Gantner (2007) noted that in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina, recovery efforts in New Orleans were confounded by documentation issues and language/cultural differences. This illustrates how ethnic communities are more vulnerable than the majority population both preceding and following natural disasters.

**Social Vulnerabilities.** Nick, et.al (2009), define vulnerable populations as, "any individual, group, or community whose circumstances create barriers to obtaining or understanding information, or the ability to react as the general population" (p. 124). In terms of social vulnerabilities, Gares and Montz, (2014) outline four approaches to the examination of risk factors. Citing alternative approaches to understanding risks, hazards and vulnerabilities to natural disasters proposed by Baker (2009) and Wisner, Blaikie, Cannon, and Davis (2004), Gares and Montz (2014) state that one must examine “demographic, taxonomic, situational, and contextual/proactive” limitations (p. 38). The demographic approach divides people into groups based on social status, while the taxonomic approach further examines vulnerabilities in terms of classifying perceived causal agents, such as physical, socio-economic, informational, or personal (Gares & Montz, 2014; Baker, 2009; Wisner et.al, 2004). Baker (2009) cautioned that the demographic approach to understanding vulnerability could reduce people into one undifferentiated mass, (e.g., those living in disaster prone areas perceived as powerless), thereby further marginalizing individuals within the defined demographic group and possibly limiting natural human potential. Situational limitations are specific to the actual hazard and contextual/proactive limitations are internal perspectives within the group (Gares & Montz 2014). According to Baker (2009), although the situational approach provides more sensitive analysis “of the powerlessness and dependence of people” (p. 117), she also noted a major disadvantage “is that findings from one disaster situation lack generalizability to other disaster situations” (p. 117). Thus, monolingual Spanish speaking Latino/Hispanic immigrant families in the U.S. may experience social status or demographic barriers; taxonomic or environmental, economic, and resource access obstacles.

In relation to migrant seasonal farmworkers and their families in the agricultural industry, Gares & Montz, (2014) explain how the environmental and geographical locations of migrant farmworkers places them at greater risk during impending natural disasters due to the more rural settings in which they work and the poor housing conditions in which they and their families reside as they follow crop rotations for seasonal work. Thus, geographic and social isolation are important factors to be considered in understanding disaster preparedness obstacles and barriers, complicating existing communications vulnerabilities for Spanish-
speaking Hispanic/Latino families (Burke, Bethel, & Britt, 2012). Latino families may also have unique situational or contextual vulnerabilities within the community. For example, while documentation and classification obstacles may present social and demographic barriers, situational and contextual obstacles may emerge in the form of access disparities in competition for scarce resources to ensure personal, familial, and communal safety and survival during hurricanes.

**Information Dissemination.** The manner in which emergency planning and relief information is disseminated may also present obstacles in hurricane preparedness for Spanish-speaking Hispanic/Latino families in the U.S. The lack of culturally competent and linguistically proficient emergency personnel can place Spanish-speaking immigrants at particular disadvantage in relation to the majority population during preparation for hurricanes and other natural disasters (Blazer & Murphy, 2008). Research by Maldonado, Collins and Grineski (2016) suggests Latino/Hispanic immigrants may possess less knowledge than the majority population pertaining to self-protection and risk perceptions of disasters, thereby underestimating physical dangers. Likewise, Carter-Pokras, et al. (2007) found that Hispanic immigrants tend to receive less information on environmental disasters via mass media, relying instead on social networks, thus placing them at a particular disadvantage in receiving vital information about impending severe weather risks and needed preparation efforts. Peguero’s (2006) research also suggests that Latino/Hispanic minorities “place much greater importance on information provided by interpersonal and familial networks in comparison to Whites” (p. 8). As suggested by Seaton, Quintana, Verkuyten, & Gee (2017), individuals within racial/ethnic groups relate to one another using mutually understood language, behaviors, signals, and cultural practices (p. 685). These preferences for informal communication networks may preclude or interfere with the receipt and heeding of formal hurricane preparedness information, severe weather warnings, and emergency instructions necessary to preserve health and safety. Although hurricane preparedness information is now routinely provided in multiple languages, other means of disseminating critical information implemented at the local levels is needed so as to be effectively utilized by Hispanic/Latino families.

**Distrust of Authorities.** Aside from language and communication barriers, a fundamental distrust of authorities may confound, impede, or delay non-English speaking Hispanic/Latino immigrant populations from relying on official state-sponsored emergency planning information or governmental assistance from response agencies, seeking instead to verify official information through informal social, familial, and community
networks (Lindsay, 2011; Naglar, 2017). Lack of documentation paperwork and fears of deportation may negatively impact preparedness activity (Peguero, 2006; Driscoll, 2004). Similarly, in their review of the relatively few studies on self-protection from hazards among Hispanic immigrants in the U.S., Maldonado, et al. (2016) suggest that Hispanic immigrants without proper documentation may be particularly reluctant to seek or accept any form of public assistance in times of disaster.

Furthermore, immigration status and deportation fears may hinder foreign-born Hispanic/Latino immigrants from taking advantage of public shelters and other available emergency relief services (Lindsay, 2011; Naglar, 2017). Similarly, Blazer and Murphy (2008) noted, “people who distrust the government are less likely to comply with public health and emergency directives” (p. 2). Blazer and Murphy (2008) further suggest that, “a lack of awareness and community misperceptions regarding the rules” (p. 7) may actually exclude immigrant populations from even seeking assistance. Seemingly, although emergency response agencies may assume that their important messages to mitigate disaster are trusted by minority communities, Paguero’s (2006) research with survivors following Hurricane Andrew suggests that Hispanic/Latino communities indeed do not place much value on disaster information provided by official government sources.

**Contextual Barriers.** Within rural communities, unique barriers that Latino/Hispanic immigrant families may encounter include lack of transportation assistance, particularly among seasonal agricultural migrant families. Systemic failures in acknowledging diversity of social structures in rural communities, as well as unclear response processes on the part of authorities concerning documentation status and/or loss of documents during times of disaster, further complicate matters (Naglar, 2017). Likewise, Lindsay’s (2011) earlier work noted how lack of adequate documents for personal identification, a common problem for many storm victims after evacuating their homes, has specific legal consequences for foreign-born immigrants. Additionally, failures to recognize and respond to structural inequalities in migrant farming communities, and a general lack of coordination between different government agencies and indigenous tiers in disaster response, create systemic barriers with vulnerable Latino/Hispanic families falling through the cracks (Naglar, 2017). Finally, the general lack of representation or inclusiveness for all community groups in disaster planning processes confounds preparedness and response abilities among vulnerable populations in times of natural disasters.
Historical Perspectives

An historical overview of a number of hurricanes along the southern coastal region of the continental United States and lessons learned provides a basis for examination so as to guide and improve hurricane preparedness policies and procedures affecting Hispanic/Latino families. State and federal policies in the U.S. can provide vital resources or create unnecessary complications affecting preparedness and/or evacuation decisions in times of natural disasters. Examining real-time historical newsprint accounts of storm impacts on Hispanic populations, as well as period-specific follow-up research on special populations, provides necessary context and perspectives to various lessons learned, which sets the stage for the evolution and development of new approaches and practices in times of disaster.

1992. Hurricane Andrew made landfall near Miami, Florida on August 24, 1992, killing more than 65 people and creating in excess of $41 billion in damages to south Florida, particularly in and around the town of Homestead, Florida, one of the oldest cities in Miami-Dade County. This area is rich in agriculture, with an abundance of winter vegetables, tropical fruits, and ornamental plants produced. A population of more than 10,000 Hispanic/Latino migrant farmworkers and their families were housed in three migrant labor camps when Hurricane Andrew made landfall, hundreds of whom joined the estimated 250,000 left homeless (Clary, 1992; Maxwell, 1992). As noted by Rappe and Rappe (2011), an integrated federal response plan had recently been formed at the time, and FEMA was once again perceived by many as slow to respond, exemplifying the need for effective intergovernmental agency training and coordination of efforts. In fact, Kate Hale of Dade County emergency operations now famous quote during Hurricane Andrew, “Where in the hell is the cavalry on this one? For God's sake, where are they?” (Yanez, 1995) summed up frustrations of many in Florida in the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew. In their study following Hurricane Andrew, Perilla, Norris, and Lavizzo (2002) suggest that responders and providers of services be sensitive to cultural variances in stress responses, “taking into consideration the historical, social, economic, and political factors in which individuals from these groups find themselves” (p.41).

1999. Hurricane Floyd made landfall on the east coast of the U.S. on September 16–17, 1999, creating the largest evacuation at that time in U.S. history with 2.6 million coastal residents from five states ordered to evacuate (Rappe & Rappe, 2011). Hurricane Floyd subsequently caused Flood Floyd in inland areas of eastern North Carolina, both of which resulted in a death toll of 57 and $4.5 billion in structural damages.
Hurricane Floyd was followed by what many judged to be a very slow federal response with limited assistance for several weeks following the storm (Rappe & Rappe, 2011).

Burke, et al. (2012) facilitated three focus groups on Hurricane Floyd in 2010, with representatives from rural community health care, migrant health, local health departments, and a regional university. Reflecting on work with migrant families during Flood Floyd, several discussion points emerged regarding the dissemination of information to Spanish-speaking populations. These concerns included the inability of the National Oceanic Atmospheric Association (NOAA) to provide media alerts in Spanish, and the dearth of Spanish-speaking channels and local newscasts. Moreover, local emergency response stakeholders expressed concern over needing specific population density information and geographical locations to protect and serve migrant families without the information being used by immigration enforcement officials.

2004. Hurricane Charley made landfall in Punta Gorda, Florida on August 9, 2004 killing 10 people and causing estimated insurance damages and economic loss of $14 billion. After Hurricane Charley, it was recognized that community-based organizations (CBOs) were underutilized resources, and subsequent improvements were implemented in the dissemination of information. Additionally, recommendations were made for the development of new policies addressing communication, evacuation and continuity of services (United States Department of Commerce, 2004).

Retrospective challenges recognized with both Hurricane Andrew and Charley included language barriers inhibiting communication between non-English-speaking immigrants and emergency responders. Immigrants therefore lacked information in their languages on how to prepare. Due to social isolation, Hispanic/Latinos relied instead on trusted familial and informal networks, which in turn created culturally differing risk perceptions and location-specific challenges. Following Hurricane Andrew, FEMA and other formal response organizations made changes to accommodate immigrant experiences, but still had far to go (Rappe, Lewis & Tierney, 2018).

2005. Hurricane Katrina made landfall along the Mississippi and Louisiana coastlines on August 29, 2005, killing approximately 1,200 people and displacing greater than 400,000 individuals from their homes. Preceding landfall, Mississippi and Louisiana coastal area residents were ordered to evacuate; however, in a study by Eisenman, Cordasco, Asch, Golden, and Glik (2007), respondents reported not being provided with information on where to evacuate, not having adequate transportation,
fuel, or size of personal vehicles that would accommodate all family members. Furthermore, Kao (2007) stated that Hispanic/Latinos with limited proficiency in English were more likely to seek assistance from within their ethnic subgroups than from outside sources. Although much media attention focused on the city of New Orleans and the displaced citizens following the levee breaches, Muniz (2006) purported that Hispanic/Latino populations impacted by that storm in the tri-state area of Mississippi, Louisiana, and Alabama were vast. Muniz (2006) estimated that 100,000 Mexicans and Mexican Americans resided in the area at the time with overall Hispanic/Latino populations totaling approximately 230,000 across the geographic area (Muniz, 2006; U.S. Census Bureau, 2004). While media coverage in the aftermath of the storm focused extensively on African American minority subgroups within the greater New Orleans area, Hispanic/Latino immigrant populations were largely ignored (Kao, 2006; Muniz, 2006). According to Kao (2006) among Hispanic/Latino populations, the concentration of Honduran immigrants is greater in this Gulf Coast region than anywhere else in the U.S., yet their complete absence from Katrina media coverage exemplifies marginalization of Hispanic/Latino subgroups within the greater society. Kao (2006) adds that, “their fears are not unwarranted, given that the Department of Homeland Security has not assured that individuals who seek help will be protected from prosecution and deportation” (p. 225).

The media’s minimal coverage of Hispanic/Latino immigrant populations played a role in the continuing exacerbation of marginal status and racial/ethnic disparities.

2017. Houston, Texas experienced the wrath of Hurricane Harvey on August 25, 2017. As of 2014, it was estimated that 575,000 undocumented immigrants were living in the Houston area, the majority of whom were from Latin America (Passel & Cohn, 2017). Romero and Jordan (2017) reported that rumors, fears, and mixed messages created panic and mistrust of authorities among Hispanic/Latino communities concerning evacuation, shelters, and immigration enforcement. They further reported examples of conflicting statements by authorities. One example included Border Patrol and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) joint statements that authorities would not engage in standard operating procedures at shelters, evacuation checkpoints, or food banks. At the same time, Border Patrol did not immediately suspend immigration checkpoint operations, and both of these federal agencies announced that they would enforce existing laws (Romero and Jordan, 2017).
Subsequently, Hurricane Irma devastated Immokalee, Florida on September 10, 2017. Immokalee, a rural agricultural community, borders the Everglades and provides a large portion of U.S. tomato crop. Agricultural workers, primarily from Central America and Haiti, are paid very little, with parents and grown children residing in uninsurable mobile homes to help make financial ends meet (Irland & Clark, 2017; McDonnell, 2017). Immokalee has one of the highest poverty rates in Florida, affecting approximately 33% of the estimated 25,000 residents (McDonnell, 2017). Immokalee residents sought refuge before the storm in schools despite fears of deportation. Furthermore, although post-storm government assistance arrived right away in the nearby Florida Keys, McDonnell (2017) reported that the government response was much slower in the rural area of Immokalee, and there was widespread confusion about assistance relief following the hurricane (McDonnell, 2017). Similar to Hurricane Katrina, it appears that socioeconomic and racial disparities exist between rural immigrant farming communities and wealthier areas in both disaster planning and response.

**Historical Implications**

Examining previous disaster management efforts in terms of preparation, response, and recovery can be helpful in preparing new and more effective strategies for future events. Historically, various U.S. state and federal policies have created challenges for Hispanic/Latino families in making critical decisions whether to stay or go during natural disasters. Lack or loss of adequate personal identification further complicates evacuation decisions for many Hispanic/Latino families, and documentation status may result in specific consequences under U.S. immigration laws. Lindsay (2011) purports that enforcement of immigration laws may inhibit effective hurricane preparedness, thwarting the promotion of safety for foreign nationals, as well as access to emergency disaster relief following storm events. As can be gleaned over decades of hurricane events, each storm event presents new and unique challenges for Hispanic/Latino families and communities in the United States. Changes to local, state, and federal policies is an ongoing necessity, and sustainable evaluation of effectiveness is needed.

One lesson identified over these 25 years involves communication. According to Subervi (2010), emergency communication problems are multifaceted at national, state, and local levels, and the practices pertaining to non-English speaking populations are particularly troublesome for the safety and welfare of minority populations and culturally diverse communities that are impacted during natural disaster...
preparation, mitigation, and recovery. Subveri (2010) also noted that prior to the creation of the Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) through the Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA), government entities charged with managing emergencies were not fully equipped to deliver information in foreign languages, and various responsible agencies oftentimes operated independently of one another in ensuring preparedness and/or evacuation in times of pre-disaster hurricane preparedness, as well as strategies for intervention and ways of providing support and safety for all residents (Subveri, 2010; FEMA, 2008).

**Conclusions and Implications for Practice**

Ecological systems theory and lessons learned from previous disasters suggest implications for policy, practice, and intervention strategies. Ecological systems theory formulated by Urie Bronfenbrenner (1981) posits five systems within the environment that impact human behavior within the social environment. These include interactions with the micro-system, meso-system, exosystem, macro-system, and chronosystem. Macro-level influences include cultural contexts and may involve racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic status. These macro-level structural inequalities need to be addressed in order to better support Hispanic/Latino families in pre-disaster planning to preserve health and safety. Recommendations include providing inclusive multi-level policy infrastructure and interventions to support safety, increase coping capacities, and promote resilience among Spanish-speaking immigrant families. Engaging these families in hurricane planning and response acknowledges their vitally important roles and contributions, thereby increasing coping capacities and resilience.

Policy development suggestions include both meso-and-macro-level reform, beginning with needs assessments focusing on vulnerable immigrant groups and populations. According to ecological systems theory, the meso-system consists of the interactions between various micro-systems within the larger community (Bronfenbrenner, 1981). At the meso-level, community needs must be assessed so as to guide macro-level policy reforms. This necessitates including Hispanic/Latino family members, local indigenous leaders, clergy, harbor masters, employers, political leaders, and other critical community stakeholders. A suggested goal is to be as inclusive as possible so as to fully represent Hispanic/Latino marginalized subgroups. State and federal policies would thus be driven by information from the local level.
A second suggestion is to develop and implement new and more effective communication modalities that specifically address prior deficiencies for dispersing vital emergency preparedness and planning information to Hispanic/Latino families using multiple methods of delivery and varied modalities. To that end, in his statement to FEMA IPAWS on Ensuring Effective and Reliable Alerts and Warnings (U.S. Committee on Homeland Security, 2018), Mississippi Representative Bennie Thompson provided an accurate historical reflection on complications with communications in emergency alert systems dating back to Hurricane Katrina in 2005. He acknowledged that communication improvements were still needed, and that IPAWS is exploring new integrative technologies and networking devices. Representative Thompson went on to express concerns on conveying important pre-storm information to non-English speaking residents to preserve safety and welfare when hurricanes strike:

IPAWS platform is currently capable of pushing out alerts and warnings in Spanish, and I am interested in learning whether that capability is being utilized and what efforts FEMA is undertaking to broaden the accessibility for those who cannot read or speak English or Spanish. Moreover, to ensure that emergency alerts and warnings are available to those who live beyond the reach of a cell tower, FEMA must continue to pursue novel approaches to alerts and warnings to reach those who are not watching TV or listening to the radio (U.S. Committee on Homeland Security, 2018, p. 6).

For emergency communications to be effective, information must be accurate, accessible, comprehensive, and understandable by all Spanish speaking Hispanic/Latinos, and dispersed using culturally trusted modes of delivery. Furthermore, utilizing community-based approaches and the strategic use of cultural brokers could serve to build trust within Hispanic/Latino communities (Rappe, Lewis & Tierney, 2018). Cuervo, Leopold and Baron (2017) advocated educating community-based organizations (CBOs), emergency responders, and local residents using a curriculum-facilitating knowledge about disaster risks, resources, preparedness, and response so as to identify community strengths and gaps, create collective action plans, and ultimately strengthen Hispanic/Latino community connections with local CBOs. Additionally, as group members unite in decisive action, the social standing of marginalized Hispanic/Latino communities could be enhanced (Seaton, et.al, 2017). Importantly, this curriculum recognizes the cultural significance of familial and informal neighborhood connections as useful resources within Hispanic/Latino communities (Cuervo, et al., 2017).
Finally, evaluations of effectiveness conducted after an event could provide data to aid in planning for future events.

Yet another suggestion for practice would be to include Hispanic/Latino workers from various industries to serve two-fold benefits in disaster preparation and response. One is creating a trusted information-sharing network and the second benefit being a mobile response team. According to Fussell (2009), Hispanic/Latinos workers tend to concentrate in four primary sectors: agriculture, food processing, construction, and service industries. Within each of these sectors, many foreign-born proficient Spanish-speaking Hispanic/Latino immigrants are adept at moving about to obtain higher wages. These workers have developed their own networks within each sector. Fussell (2009) posited including Hispanic/Latinos as rapid-response workforce following hurricane events. Although Fussell’s (2009) work focused on creating a regionally mobile labor force following disasters, the authors propose that these workers could be part of the community planning to serve two-fold advantages. The first is to create a trusted, culturally sensitive information dissemination system prior to and following hurricanes, so that accurate and timely information is provided for workers so that Hispanic/Latino families can mobilize action plans preceding storm events and identify trusted services following disasters. The second advantage aligns with Fussell’s (2009) proposed regional mobile workforce responding to greater community needs following disasters. The authors further propose the formation of a reserve Hispanic/Latino labor force to assist with coordinated response and recovery efforts following disaster.

A final suggestion for practice implications to overcome cultural challenges is to address legal issues clarifying distinctions between enforcement of immigration laws and disaster policy exceptions. Sustained disaster planning efforts within Hispanic/Latino communities should include designated member(s) staying informed and abreast of current applicable ICE and Border Patrol policies prior to hurricanes so as to avoid mixed messages during and after severe storm events. This information needs to then be disseminated using a culturally sensitive manner by trusted members of the Hispanic/Latino community. This requires combined efforts and collaboration between emergency management officials, ICE, Border Patrol, CBOs, and local cultural brokers to inform Hispanic/Latino community members.

The importance of coordinating preparedness, planning, response, and continuity of efforts cannot be over emphasized. “Collaborative planning leads to increased availability of resources, sharing of responsibility, expertise and skills, better communication, helps eliminate
duplication of efforts, improves consistency of information, and results in a more effective and efficient response” (USA Center for Rural Public Health Preparedness, 2007, p. 6). Coordination of efforts are needed at the local, community, regional, state, and national levels to enhance existing meso- and macro-level practice and procedures to be inclusive and culturally sensitive, supporting health and safety of Hispanic/Latino families in times of disaster.
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